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Abstract Objective Over the last half century the mor-

tality rates in Denmark for females above age 80 have

declined dramatically whereas the decline for males have

been modest, resulting in a change in sex-ratio for cente-

narians from 2 to 5. Here we investigate whether this

mortality pattern is mainly explained by period effects,

cohort effects or both. This can provide clues for where to

search for causes behind the changes in sex differential in

mortality seen in many Western countries during the last

decades. Methods Age-period-cohort study of mortality for

all Danish women and men aged 79–98 during the period

1949–2006. Outcome measures Relative risks for deaths

and second order differences for exploration of the non-

linear variation. Results Both the overall trends in mortality

differences and the fluctuations in mortality for both men

and women were better explained by period effects than by

cohort effects. The observed rates were better described by

the age, period and cohort model than by other models.

Conclusions Our results suggest that causes for both the

overall increased difference in mortality and the short term

fluctuations in mortality rates are primarily to be found in

the period dimension. Cohort effects on the mortality of the

oldest Danish women and men played a significant but

minor role compared to period effects.
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Introduction

There is a sex differential in mortality in favor of women

all over the world and most pronounced in Western world

countries [1, 2]. With economic development and

improved living conditions for females, the sex gap in

mortality favoring women has been increasing through the

first three quarters of the twentieth century in most Western

countries [3–5], including Denmark and other Nordic

countries [6, 7]. However, findings of sex differences in

mortality development in the developed countries during

the last quarter of the twentieth century have been mixed.

Female–male differences in life expectancy narrowed in

most European countries and in the US from 1980 to 1996,

but the sex gap became even larger in other countries such

as Greece, Hungary, Russian Federation and Japan [8–10].

A number of explanations proposed to explain sex dif-

ferences in mortality are rooted in biological,

psychological, and social interpretations. Among the most

prominent biological explanations are the hormonal, auto-

immune and genetic explanations [11]. The observation

that males have a rise in cardiovascular disease approxi-

mately 10 years before females combined with the known

favorable effect of estrogen on serum lipids [12] and its

protective effect on brain cells [13] and consequent pre-

vention of degenerative processes, has led to the hypothesis

that estrogen is a central factor in the paradox. According

to the X-chromosome hypothesis, the lack of a second X

chromosome in the male is associated with increased

mortality [11, 14]. Finally, the ‘‘immunocompetence’’

hypothesis states that increased male mortality throughout
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life may be caused in part by a greater susceptibility of

males to infections [15, 16].

The social and behavioral factors, such as differences in

social roles and behaviors, illness behavior, physician

behavior and behavior related to health care utilization,

have also been suggested to explain female–male differ-

ences in mortality [17]. Research has consistently

demonstrated that men engaged more frequently in higher

risk-taking behavior such as cigarette smoking, higher

alcohol consumption, more frequent use of psychoactive

substances, and less safe driving that contributed to an

increased risk of coronary heart disease (CHD), lung can-

cer, chronic obstructive pulmonary diseases, liver cirrhosis,

and accident fatalities in men compared to women [18].

There is a general agreement that cigarette smoking is the

single largest identifiable factor in explaining increasing

sex gap in mortality, but it is well established also that

cigarette smoking alone cannot fully explain the sex dif-

ference in and the trajectories of mortality. The simple

observation that there is still a sex difference in survival

among never-smokers illustrates this [8–10]. Besides,

recently it was found that the traditional risk factors for

increased mortality such as social position and education

had no or only very limited effect on the oldest-old mor-

tality in Denmark [19].

For both men and women living in developed countries

there has been a marked increase in life expectancy during

the last century, especially at older ages [20–23]. The

number of centenarians has increased steadily in most

developed countries [24–26]. The reason for the improve-

ment in longevity seems mostly to be due to a reduction in

mortality at advanced ages [27–30]. It has recently been

debated whether mostly cohort effects or period effects are

responsible for this increase in longevity [31, 32]. Cohort

effects are effects acting on specific generations whereas

period effects act on more age groups living at a specific

point in time. The ‘period hypothesis on longevity’ argues

that changes in period effects acting at advances old age

are the reason for the decrease in mortality seen in the

many countries in the Western world during the last dec-

ades [33]. The Barker hypothesis [34] or the ‘diminished

entelechy hypothesis’ [35] suggest that somatic insults in

intrauterine life and early childhood predispose to

increased morbidity and mortality in adulthood. The

‘inflammatory cohort hypothesis on longevity’ states that

inflammatory exposure in childhood is associated with

increased mortality at old age, and that the decrease in

inflammatory exposure in childhood during the lasts cen-

turies with each consecutive birth cohort is the reason for

the observed reduction in mortality at advanced ages [31].

In this study we compared the mortality pattern of

Danish women with that of Danish men to examine the

increased sex differential in late life mortality during recent

decades. We addressed the question if mostly period effects

or cohort effects act on late life mortality patterns. In the

search for causes behind the trends in the sex differential in

mortality and in overall late life mortality it would be

informative to know whether these causes are to be sear-

ched for in a period or a cohort perspective. If period

effects are dominant, causes acting at the particular point in

time should be searched for, whereas cohort effects point

towards causes clustered to specific generations. For

example, if inflammatory diseases in childhood in a given

birth cohort are associated with old age mortality for that

cohort, the mortality for men and women in the same

cohort would be expected to show similar patterns if

inflammatory diseases were not sex-specific.

Methods

Number of deaths and mid-year population, stratified by

1-year groups, for all Danish women and men aged 79–98

in the period 1949–2006 was obtained from the human

mortality database [36]. The reason for choosing this age

range was that information on population size was only

available until age 98 and when using 2-year categories for

age, the starting point became 79 years. The data were

organised in a two-way table with rows as 2-year age

groups and columns as 2-year-period groups and approxi-

mate birth cohorts represented by the diagonals of the

table. Within the 2-year age and period groups, the persons

contributing to such a cohort were born within a 4-year-

period, and the same persons contributed to two adjacent

approximate birth cohorts.

Plots of observed mortality rates stratified by 2-year age

groups and by sex were made in order to examine if the

offset for the increased sex differential in mortality rates

was initiated at the same point in time for all age groups

(indicating a period effect) or if it was delayed by 2 years

with each consecutive age group (indicating a cohort

effect).

In order to select an appropriate model for the descrip-

tion of the observed mortality rates, a similar approach as

the scheme given by Clayton and Schifflers [37, 38] was

used (Fig. 1). In the pure age model, no temporal change is

present (i.e. no change in mortality neither over time nor

for specific generations). In the age-period model, the age-

specific logarithms of the mortality rates are increased (or

decreased) from one period to the other by the same

quantity regardless of age. This is for example the case

when a new exposure enters at some calendar time and

exerts the same effect over all ages. When exposures are

clustered by generation, then on a logarithmic scale the

age-specific differences in mortality between any pair of

cohorts are approximately constant for all ages, and the
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age-cohort model is expected to give the best fit. In the

special case where the data are equally well described by

an age-period or an age-cohort model, the age-drift model

is used, where the drift is an effect that cannot be distin-

guished between period and cohort. When the age-period

and the age-cohort models do not describe the data well,

then the age-period-cohort model should be tried [37].

The mortality for the period 1949–2004 was analysed

using age-period, age-cohort and age-period-cohort mod-

eling. The age-period-cohort technique aims to solve the

problem that the age, period and cohort effects cannot

simply be estimated in the same model as they are linearly

dependent on each other [39]. To meet this problem the

linear components of age, period and cohort and parame-

ters associated with deviation of the effects of each of these

factors from linearity can be examined [39, 40]. We used

the following model to examine the effects of age, period

and cohort:

log rateij

� �
¼ lþ ai þ bj þ ec

where l represents the mean effect (intercept), ai the effect

of age group i, bj the deviation from linearity of the jth

period, ec the deviation from linearity of the cth cohort.

Formal goodness-of-fit analysis comparing the observed

deviance to the relevant v2-distribution requires some care

for these data based on a complete national population, as

conventional significance levels are not necessarily helpful,

as these analyses were developed for relatively small

sample sizes. This problem was approached by plotting

expected rates based on the different models and the

observed mortality rates.

In the age-period-cohort model, the overlap of data

between adjacent approximate cohorts makes interpretation

of the change in the nonlinear effect from one category to

the next difficult. However, second order changes based on

the estimates from the age-period-cohort models can be

used to examine the nonlinear effects and overcome the

problem of the overlap of adjacent cohorts [37, 39, 41].

Second order differences were calculated using the

formula:
Y

i
�2
Y

iþ1
þ
Y

iþ2
;

where Gi is the ith parameter.

The parameters of the models were estimated using

multiplicative Poisson regression models [42] and all sta-

tistical analyses were done using the SAS 9.1 package [43].

Results

There was an overall decline in mortality rates for both

Danish women and men during the last half of the twen-

tieth century (Fig. 2). However, around 1960, acceleration

in the decline began for women aged 79–92 independently

of age group. This step decline was not seen for men and

led to the increase in the overall sex differential in mor-

tality. For persons above 92 years the pattern was

fluctuating (Fig. 3) illustrating the low number of survivors

at these extreme ages. Also, the fluctuations in the mor-

tality pattern (i.e. between adjacent year groups) showed a

similar pattern independently of sex and age group (Fig. 3).

The fit for the different models are shown in Table 1.

There was a better fit for the age-period model than for the

age-cohort model for both men and women with the better

fit being most pronounced for women (Table 1). The age-

period-cohort model significantly increased the fit for the

model for both sexes (P [ 0.001). The model deviances

were 1.7 and 1.2 for women and men, respectively, times

the relevant degrees of freedom (172), which is a

remarkably good fit for national mortality data. When

calculating the expected rates of the different models

(Fig. 4), the age-period model showed a much closer fit to

the observed rates compared with the age-cohort model.

The best fit to the observed rates was obtained by the age-

period-cohort model for both men and women (Fig. 4).

The 2nd differentials based on the estimates from the

age-period-cohort models showed an overall stronger

influence of period effects compared with cohort effects

(Fig. 5). The acceleration and deceleration in the mortality

by period groups showed a nearly identical pattern for

women and men. For cohort groups the pattern was much

more sex-specific even though the same acceleration and

deceleration by cohort groups was found around 1918 and

1920.

Discussion

The overall patterns of the sex differential in mortality of

the oldest old Danes suggest a strong influence of both

Age

Age + Drift

Age + Period Age + Cohort

Age + Period + Cohort

Fig. 1 Model selection scheme used in this study. The pure age

model is compared with the age-drift model to test for linear

components. The age-drift is compared with the age-period and age-

cohort to test for irregularities attributable to cohort and period,

respectively. If none of these models describe the data well, the age-

period-cohort model should be tried
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nonlinear and linear period effects. The same offset over

age categories is observed and the formal representation in

different models points mostly towards causes acting in the

period dimension for the marked increase in sex differen-

tial in mortality since the 1960s. Cohort effects increased

the overall formal fit when included in the model. Also, the

inclusion of cohort resulted in a slightly better fit when

evaluating observed and expected rates, signifying some

influence of cohort effects on the nonlinear variation in the

sex-specific mortality. However, generally the overall

increase in the fit by including period was much larger than

when including cohort. This suggests that a future search

for underlying causes for sex differentials in old age

mortality in Denmark should mostly focus on causes acting

in the period dimension for both nonlinear and linear

effects.

Whereas the nonlinear variation in cohort effects has

previously been shown to have a large effect on the mor-

tality of middle-aged women in Denmark [44], such effects

seem to have diminished in old age. This supports the

finding/assumption that cohort effects are reduced in old

age as suggested by Kannisto [45].

The nonlinear patterns for men and women represented

by second order differences had very similar patterns when

shown in the period dimension, and limited or no simi-

larities when presented in the cohort dimension. This is

opposite to what is suggested by the ‘inflammatory cohort

hypothesis on longevity’ [31] which would predict similar

nonlinear mortality patterns for cohorts of men and women

exposed to the same inflammatory stimuli at childhood.

The study showed that even with the well-known un-

identifiability problems in the age-period-cohort analysis

due to the perfect correlation when all three are included in

the model, an exploration in this framework can provide

useful information on where to search for causes for

observed mortality patterns, especially when short term

fluctuations are seen in the mortality patterns (e.g. between

years or cohorts). The credibility of age-period-cohort

modeling in the analysis of mortality in Denmark has

previously been shown [44] together with the possibility to
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compare more nations in the analysis [46]. For future

analysis of sex differentials in mortality it could be sup-

portive to use the multinational method to elude differences

among countries, and this might provide further clues on

which causes are acting on late life mortality.

In this study we found increasing sex differentials in

mortality for all age groups with an offset around 1965 in

favor of women. This strongly suggests that mostly period

effects are responsible for the increase in the sex differ-

ential during the study period. A plausible candidate for the

increase in sex-specific differences is smoking behaviour.

It has previously been suggested that smoking is princi-

pally responsible for the change in the pattern of sex

mortality differences in the United States [9]. If smoking is

the principle factor responsible for the observed change in

the pattern of sex mortality differences among the oldest

old in Denmark, it suggests that men in all age groups

started smoking more than women at the approximate same

point in calendar time. If it is assumed that the conse-

quences on mortality due to smoking begin to show

approximately 20 years after smoking onset, this suggests

that Danish men in all age groups started smoking after the

Second World, whereas Danish women had lower smoking

prevalence than men. Moreover, it suggests that the effect

of the post-war differences in the smoking behavior of

Danish women and men on mortality have increased over

the following 40 years. Data available on smoking

behavior from the 1950s support the assumption that

Danish men had a high smoking prevalence in all age

groups after the Second World War whereas the prevalence

declined with age for women [47] (Fig. 6a). Men belonging

to the generations taking on smoking immediately after the

Second World War still have a markedly higher smoking

prevalence than women in the 1970s (i.e. the oldest age

groups in Fig. 6b). Thus, the data indicate that men
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Table 1 Model fit for the different models

Separate models DF Value Value/

DF

Women

Age 225 20617 91.6

Age-drift 224 1924 8.6

Age-period 198 638 3.2

Age-cohort 198 1371 6.9

Age-period-

cohort

172 287 1.7

Men

Age 225 3474 15.4

Age-drift 224 799 3.6

Age-period 198 464 2.3

Age-cohort 198 480 2.4

Age-period-

cohort

172 203 1.2
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independently of age smoked more than women after the

Second World War and continued to do so throughout life

whereas women had an age-dependent smoking pattern

after the Second World War with markedly lower smoking

prevalence throughout life for the women in the present

study [46]. This suggest towards smoking as an important

factor for the observed increase in the sex differential in

mortality among the oldest old in Denmark beginning

around 1965. This finding is further supported by data on

smoking behavior from two nationwide studies of the

oldest old in Denmark [48]. Among 95 and 100-year-old

men born in 1885 and 1905, 75% and 73%, respectively,

had been smokers whereas the equivalent numbers for

women were 32% and 34% [48]. Unfortunately, we do not

have information on causes of death from these studies and

therefore the interrelationship between smoking behavior

and mortality remains somewhat speculative.

In conclusion, the age-period-cohort analysis has, in this

study, proved useful as a tool for testing hypothesis

addressing influences of period and cohort. The findings in

this study suggest that causal factors acting on sex differ-

entials in mortality at old age are mostly to be searched for

in the given period.
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